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TRADE AND SHIPPING IN YORKTOWN

BEFORE THE REVOLUTION

James OMara

Introduction

Urban places in colonial Virginia and the South have been

characterized in most studies as being remarkable chiefly for

their absence.1 Until recently some writers argued that there

were no urban places in Virginia or the other southern colonies.2

The physical environment especially is said to have deflected

the impulse to urbanize.3 The chapter that follows challenges that

traditional view by considering Yorktowns role as trading

and shipping centre New light from hitherto untried pers

pective will be thrown on the settlement of Virginia in

particular and the South in general

In 1736 one visitor to Yorktown remarked that the town

though stragglingly built had great Air of Opulence and

made no inconsiderable Figure....4 Later visitors compared

Yorktown favourably to provincial English towns such as Dover

This sort of observation in colony in which most visitors

found few towns of any consequence sets Yorktown apart from

other urban settlements More varied vèere opinions as to why

Yorktown prospered some commented that it was slave mart



and before 1750 the main port of entry for slaves brought into

Virginia others noted its activities as busy port served by

number of major merchant houses And one writer reflected

that Yorktown was ideally situated as market for the sweet

scented tobacco region All of these observations about

Yorktowns prominence can be summarized by noting that it

performed important urban functions and it gained its

reputation in part through the activities of its residents

in trade and shipping

Like many urban places in colonial Virginia Yorktown

began as paper town.5 But Yorktowns continued existence

and its relative prosperity in the period 1720 to 1760 is

explained by its role as major port on the Virginia coast

aisd as an important locus for organization of inland trade

The discussion will focus first on legislation in the 17th

and 18th centuries to encourage trade and shipping in Virginia

This will be followed by an examination of changes in shipping

during the 18th century The final section will examine

merchant activities and delimit Yorktowns sphere of economic

influence



Shipping Trade Regulation and

the Early Development of

Yorktown

Town promotion was constant emphasis of colonial law

making and administration in Virginia this in spite of

continued opposition from the home government which believed

that Great Britains trade interests were not well served by

the growth of towns in the colony The legislation reflected

the selfinterest of Virginia planters and merchants and their

desire to stimulate and regulate commercial enterprise by

fixing the location of markets Creating urban business mono

polies was another aim of the town acts And controlling the

importing of European manufactured goods and the exporting of local

products was also goal of the legislation The record

encompasses acts of the House of Burgesses dating from 1632

first involving attempts to establish towns then designating

places for ports tobacco warehouses courts markets and

fairs and finally recognizing the legal existence of corporate

entities

The earliest town acts strove mainly to bolster the sagging

development of the colonys first capital Jamestown In 1680

the Cohabitation Act changed that by attempting to create new

urban places provincewide.6 Sponsored by the governor Lord

Thomas Culpeper the intent of the Act was to promote town



development Culpeper believed that this would encourage

diversification of the colonys economy by creating conditions

favourable for the establishment of crafts and manufacturing

Indeed special provisions were contained in the legislation

freeing craftsmen from civil obligations and protecting them

from competition.7 Merchants who located their homes and stores

in towns were extended similar priviledges The intent was

that the tobacco trade would benefit from the creation of towns

by the centralization of collection facilities which in

turn would raise and átabilize the price of the colonys chief

export The Act met with mixed response in Virginia and

highly negative reaction in Great Britain which led eventually

to its suspension by the Crown

The Cohabitation Act of 1680 was followed in 1691 by the

Act for Ports .The Act created fifteen ports to encourage

urbanization.8 All imported goods and exported commodities

were to pass through the ports so that the collection of duties

would be more methodical and the incidence of customs fraud

reduced The proponents of the legislation believed that this

feature of the Act for Ports would make the intended town

development contained in it acceptable to the home government

It did not and the Act was suspended on April 1693 But

in the nearly twoyear interval between enactment and suspension

number of ports were laid out including what was to become

Yorktown and some of the sites established more or less



permanent existence as towns.9

Early in the 18th century one more legislative attempt

to bring network of urban settlement into existence failed

when 1706 Act proposing towns was suspended by the Crown

This led after 1711 to the abandonment of legislative

programmes to create towns en masse Town development became

an implicit part of other forms of legislation Colonial

legislators recognized that urban places had to perform useful

functions in order to thrive andthe acts of the House of

Burgesses provided basic core of activities which included

among other things storage distribution and communication

Requiring tobacco inspection in centrally located public

warehouses the establishment of courts in every county and

the granting of exclusive rights to hold fairs and markets were

some of the means by which the House of Burgesses continued

to promote urbanization and with it trading and shipping

The site of what became Yorktown was one of fifteen

designated for development into town by the Cohabitation

Act of 1680 Why the land beside the York River was chosen

is unclear although it seems likely that the owner Benjamin

Reade was probably anxious to have it developed for such

purposes Near the site where the York River narrows opposite

Tindalls Point later the site of Gloucester Town there had

been an ordinary ferry and store for some time.11 But

none of these seem to have been prime consideration for the



location of the town because all were some distance to the

northwest of what eventually became Yorktown Thomas Jefferson

later noted that the site had an excellent harbour12 but

there were many other equally good locations and the area of

what became the port was not incorporated into the original

town site plan

The Cohabitation Act of 1680 did not bring about the

establishment of settlement on the York River and it was not

until 1691 when the Act for Porü was declared that any positive

steps were taken about the site As an urban settlement

Yorktown was not an immediate success The price of town lots

was inexpensive 180 pounds of tobacco each but uncertainty

about how long the provisions for holding land under the Act

for Ports would remain in force dampened sales The Acts

suspension in 1693 caused an actual decline in the towns

population and ownership of lots.13 Five years wexe to pass

before titles were confirmed and more residents came to

Yorktown.14

During those five years the settlement slowly established

itself and when the York County court and an Episcopal church

were located on the site during 1697 Yorktowns future began

to seem more secure To be sure there was still much vacant

land in the town and it would be 28 years from the time of

founding until all of the towns lots were owned and occupied

But after thoe first few crucial years Yorktown began to



ittract not only officials parttime planters and speculators

but also artisans tradesmen and merchants These were the

people who would make York town and an important centre for

trade and shipping



Shipping from Port York and the Import

and Export Trade of Yorktown

The Port of Yotk River was one of six Naval Officer

districts in colonial Virginia The district was the coastline

between point five miles south of Yorktown on York River and

the mouth of Piankatank River which empties into the Chesapeake

Bay 35 miles northeast of the town5 Nap depicts the York

River Naval Officer District Port York and Yorktown are

not synonymous although Yorktown was the principal port in

the district and from 1721 the location of the Custom House

But because Yorktown was also the chief commercial entrepot

for the York River District and it seems likely that most

shipping cleared out of Yorktown the two will be treated here

as one and the same

The main export passing through Port York during the

colonial period was tobacco In this York did not differ

from several of the other colonial ports including South

Potomac Rappahannock and Upper James But what set Port

York apart at least until 1740 was its dominance of tobacco

exporting in the colony For most of the first half of the

lath century more tobacco passed through York annually than

the next two ports combined Some appxeciation of the

volumes of tobacco exports and the lead York enjoyed can be

gained from Table 1.16 The table shows that the rate of
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Table

GROWTH OF PORT YORK TOBACCO EXPORTS COMPARED WITH

PORTS SOUTH POTOMAC RAPPAHANNOCK HAMPTON AND

UPPER

Cumulative Percentage Distribution

Year Exports of Port York Exports of Ports South
each years export Potomac Rappahan

as of total nock Hampton
export to 1774 and Upper James

each years export
as of total
export to 1774

17011705

17061710

17111715

17161720

17211725

17261730

17311735

17361740

17411745

17461750

17511755

3.3 1.3

11.8 6.7

18.9 10.8

26.6 15.7

33.6 20.3

41.6 25.8

48.5 30.3

55.3 35.6

62.6 45.0

69.2 53.1

78.5 63.3
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Table 1Continued

17561760 8.6 72.2

17611765 91.0 g2.g

17661770 95.9 92.9

17711774 100.0 100.0

aCompiled by the author from data that were collected
from the Shillings per Hogshead Returns PRO C05/1316
1353 Virginia Colonial Records Project microfilms PRO
T1/372 Virginia Colonial Records Project microfilm and

Phillipps MSS 11010

bAlysis of exports for the period 17711774 indicates
Port York fell behind the rate of export of the remaining
ports in the colony Values for Port York are 177Z 97.1
1772 98.1 1773 99.2 and for 1774 100.0 Values for
Ports South Potomac Rappahannock Hampton and Upper James
are 1771 95.5 1772 98.4 1773 99.5 and for 1774 100.0
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Yorks export increase was faster than the rate of increase for

the other ports in the colony until 1740 After 1740 the rate

slowed and started to fall behind the rate of the others
The importance of tobacco to Port York had not declined the

port itself was losing its position in the colony as the

leading exporter of all products

The place of tobacco in Port Yorks exports cannot be

overemphasized Although many other commodities such as pig

Iron staves shingles corn wheat flour bread pork md

beef passed through York all other exports combined never

exceeded more than 20% of the value of tobacco exports between

1730 and 1770.17 That figure puts the value of Yorks tobacco

exports as can be seen from the participation ratios in

Table slightly ahead of the exports for the colony as

whole But ratios for Port York are not ahead of those for

Ports South Potomac Rappahannock and Upper James which

generally show higher degrees of concentration in the pro

duction of tobacco for export Although Yorks position as

tobacco port declined after 1740 the place of tobacco

among its exports did not change substantially

Other exports in which York showed degree of specialization

include pig iron and staves and occasionally corn and wheat

after 1750 Yorks pig iron exports exceeded those for each

of the other ports until 1760 and between 1725 and 1740 York

generally exported half of the colonys supply Stave exports
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Table

DISTRIBUTION BY PORT OF VIRGINIA

TOBACCO EXPORTS 1733 TO 1769a

Participation aatiosb

Ports 1733 1742 1750 1755 1764 1769

South Potomac 1.01 1.13 1.17 1.22 1.08 1.15

Rappahannock 1.07 1.13 1.17 1.18 1.10 1.17

York 1.05 1.08 1.06 1.15 1.13 1.15

Hampton
or Lower James

0.58 0.26 0.31 0.13 0.31 0.40

Upper James 1.09 1.06 1.11 1.15 1.09 1.05

aDerived by the author from Naval Officer Returns PRO
C05/1349.-C05/1450 Virginia Colonial Records Project micro
films and various county records

bThe participation ratio is calculated by dividing the value
of tobacco exports for each port by the value of tobacco

exports for the colony as whole
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from the port averaged 220000 pieces per year and Port York

sent out more than the colony average But Yorks absolute

share of the colonys stave exports was often less than half of

that for Ports Hampton or Lower James and Upper James The

value of corn and wheat exports exceeded the colonys average in

years when the colonys grain exports as whole were up

Tarticularlyin 1750 and 1769 But again Yorks share of corn

and wheat epprts_was usually less than Hamptons and Upper

Jamess and after 1765 Port South Potomac often exported more

grain During the lath century exports of pig iron staves

corn and wheat on average represented between 10% and 12%

of the value of exports passing through Port York

During the lath century between 40 and 50 ships cleared

Port York annually for all destinations See Table Of

that number tobacco ships usually accounted for half Ships

plying the West Indies and coastal trades made up the remainder

of clearances during the first half of the lath century

During the second half of the century some changes took place

Vessels bound for Lisbon Madiera and Ireland rose to account

for about 10% of shipping Coasting particularly to New

England in the years immediately preceeding the Revolution

accounted for about onethird of all shipping.18 Ships destined

for the West Indies other ports on the Atlantic Seaboard and

Southern Europe were carriers in the provisions trade Corn

wheat other grains pork and beef were the principal com
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Table

DESTINATIONS OF SHIPS CLEARING

PORT YORK 1730 TO 1771a

Destinations 1730 1740 1750 1761 1771

London 18 10 15 14 15

Bristol 14

Liverpool

Whitehaven

Glasgow

Greenock

Ayr

Bermuda

Jamaica

Barbadoes 11 10

Antigua

Nevis

St Christopher

St.Kitts

Surinam

Lisbon
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Table 3Continued

Destinations 1730 1740 1750 1761 1771

Madiera

Cork

Halifax .1

NewEnglarid

Boston

Salem 11

Rhodelsland

Piscataway

Philadelphia

Maryland

North Carolina

Accomac

Rappahannock

LowerJames

UpperJanies

aDerived by the author from Naval Officer Returns PRO
CO5/1349C05/145O Virginia Colonial Records Project microfilms
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modities of the trade In addition to provisions ships bound

for the West Indies usually also carried staves shingles

lumber and naval stores Although carrying toae.co remained

singularly important for Port Yorks shipping throughout the

18th century by the time of the Revolution major changes were

apparently underway and reorientation of trade was taking

place

Port York commercial connections as revealed by ship

sailing destinations give further insight into the nature of

the changes taking place during the 18th century See Table

London was always the single most important destination

for ships leaving Port York London was the centre of the

consignment trade and Port York and its hinterland was the

centre of consigning in Virginia Although London was

major destination for tobacco other ports in England figured

prominently too Bristol in particular Liverpool Whitehaven

and Plymouth received shipments despite the fact that the last

two do not appear to have received any according to data in

Table Scottish ports received little tobacco..during the first

half of the 18th century but from 1750 onward ships bound for

Glasgow Greenock and other ports increased in number ut

it is worth reiterating that Yorks position as tobacco

port was declining In 1725 shipping from York accounted

for approximately 4.5% of all tobacco exports while in 1771

only 15% of Virginias tobacco exports originated from Port
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York The strength of the ties between York and Great Britains

ports it can be assumed was weakening as the importance of

Port York tobacco exports fell

While the tobacco trade declined in importance provisioning

rose York never equalled the trade of Ports Hampton and

Upper James and its exports were periodically surpassed in

volume by Ports South Potomac and Rappahannock But along with

the other Virginia ports York after 1750 exported increasing

amounts of grains and meats as well as wood products and naval

stores Madiera and Lisbon and occasionally Oporto were the

prime destinations in Southern Europe for Yorks corn and wheat

exports Barbadoes Jamaica and Bermuda received most of the

ports shipments to the West Indies of pork corn wheat tar

pitch turpentine staves and shingles And in the years im

mediately before the Revolution Boston Salem and Piscataway

destinations accounted for 30% of shipping receiving from York

mostly corn wheat and pig iron The importance of the place

of the provisions wood and naval stores trades however should

not be exaggerated Even at the end of the colonial period these

products along with pig iron accounted for only about 10% of

the value of Port Yorks exports This also suggests that

while the coasting West Indies and Southern European trades

were increasingly important to the trade of Port York their

importance was limited

Import shipping reflected some of the patterns of export
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trading Vessels entering Port York came predominantly from

Great Britain and of the British ports London and Bristol

sent the most amount of shipping.9 After the middle of the

lath century the numbers of ships arriving from the West Indies

Southern Europe and the other Atlantic Seaboard colonies

increased But less can be said about goods entering than

products going out.2 In general British ships carried manu

factured goods wine and salt West Indies ships brought in

rum and sugar Coasting vessels carried manufactured goods

produced in or transshipped from other colonies and bread stuff

Of the ships enterin annually between 10% and 20% arrived in

ballast seeking cargoes for export to the West Indies or

Europe or goods for transshipment to the other Atlantic Sea

board colonies Most of the evidence that can be gathered

about Port Yorks import shipping and trading indicates that

it was less valuable economically than the export trade The

number of ships arriving in ballast or with light cargoes

attests to that conclusion

major exception to that statement is provided by the

slave trade Until 1750 York was the principal port of entry

for slaves arriving from Africa and the West Indies.21 See

Table apd Table Even during 1750 York provided good

enough market for Francis Jerdone prominent merchant of

Yorktown to write to his London correspondents asking

What would you think of an African concern
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Table

DISTRIBUTION BY PORT OF VIRGINIA

SLAVE INPORTS 1Th9 TO 1762a

Per Cents of Totals Entering

Ports 1719 1724 1733 1740 1750 1762

South Potomac

Rappahannock

York

Hampton
or Lower James

Upper James

0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2 8.3 0.0

5.1 0.0 28.2 8.4 0.0 31.6

89.8 100 59.7 65.5 0.2 3.3

5.1 0.0 12.1 18.5 12.1 0.0

0.0 0.b 0.0 4.4 79.4 65.1

Total Numbers 1842 464 1494 1650 900 1920

aData are derived from Elizabeth Donnan ed Documents
Illustrative of the Slave Trade to America Vol The
Border Colonies and Southern Colonies Washington D.C
Carnegie Institution of Washington 1935 pp 173234
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Table

ORIGINS OF PORT YORK SLAVE IMPORTS 1719 TO 1762a

Numbers of Ships

Origins 1719 1724 1733 1740 1750 1762

Calabar

Guinea

Madagascar

GoldCoast

Bonny

Angola

Windward
Coast

St
Christopher

Barbadoes

Africa

apata are derived from Elizabeth Donnan ed Documents
Illustrative of the Slave Trade to America Vol The
Border Colonies and Southern Coloni Washington D.7i
Carnegie Institution of Washington 1935 pp 173234

recent analysis of similar material is presented by
Allan Kulikoff The Origins of AfroAmerican Society in
Tidewater Maryland and Virginia 1700 to 1790 William and
Mary Quarterly 3rd Series 35 CApril 1978 226259
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of small vessel yearly to this place
There is not the least fear of selling here
for there is in general as many purchasers
as there is slaves imported and the pay is
always better than for any other coxnmodity....22

But as import duties increased and the colonys pattern of

settlement changed slaving in Port York fell off so that by

1764 no slaves entered the port nor did any for the next five

years The slave trade continued in the colony at levels

below those during the first half of the 18th century and most

ships arriving entered through Ports Upper James Rappahannock

or Hampton

The decline of the slave trade after 1750 is symptomatic

of the decline of Port York in general The size of cargoes

and the actual volume of shipping increased slightly tip to

the time of the Revolution but compared with the growth of

shipping to and from Ports Upper James Hampton Rappahannock

and South Potomac Yorks performance was below average

Shifting trade and settlement patterns in the colony account

for part of this change Growth of settlement on the James

River in particujr contributed to the relative decline of

Port York The port also lacked an extensive back country

And the collapse of the consignment trade during the closing

years of the colonial period added further burden to

Yorks development Port York had come full circle from being

the colonys leading exporter and importer to being one of

its lesser ports
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Trade and Merchant Activity in

Yorktown before the Revolution

Cities towns and urban growth have been central to

many studies of the American past.23 But historians of the

Southern United States and Virginia and those who study the

colonial period especially have rarely given the subject

attention.24 Longstanding notions about the role of the

physical environment in determining patterns of life during

the colonial period in the South nd Virginia appear to be

part of the cause for this absence of studies The abundant

rivers of the region are said to have deflected impulses to

urbanize by providing means of direct contact between colonial

planters and merchants in Europe The deficiencies of that

approach have been discussed elsewhere.25

Another cause for the absence of urban studies of the

South and Virginia appears to lie in the focus of historians

and sociologists on the ruralurban dichotomy Differences

between urban folk and rural folk exist and in colonial

Virginia there were undoubtedly some dissimilarities But one

historian Julius Rubin has hastened to point out that people

living in the United States during the colonial period were

90 per cent agricultural in an occupational sense..

90 per cent urban in cultural sense.t2ó This suggests that

studies of the relations between residents of urban places
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and the population of surrounding rural areas in Virginia

during the colonial period should focus on the cooperation

between the two rather than conflict

Merchants were one group in colonial Virginia who

facilitated the integration of town and country First they

were involved in defining and usually enlargening the

functional roles of towns in the colony during the lath

century through international regional and local trading

Secondly they were active in forming the physical settings

of towns by financing construction and promoting real estate

sales Other groups including planters and officials were

as active in establishing towns and their roles should not

be overlooked But merchants more so than any other group

were in position to promote the functional development of

urban settlements and it was this functional development

that lay at the core of the relations between towns and country

Merchant activity predated the founding of Yorktown

although evidence suggests that there were no stores on the

actual site until after 1705.27 It was through merchants

efforts that products from the hinterland made their way to

the port and out to foreign markets and imported goods reached

planters and other merchants in the surrounding region Several

of their number became leading merchantè in the colony and

few in Yorktown were among lath century Virginias most

influential residents
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The relations between towns and surrounding areas can be

examined by studying the organization and shape of hinterlands.2a

Data derived from Francis Jerdones accounts for 1750 and 1751

are suggestive of the area of Yorktowns hinterland See

Table Table Map and Map His trade area reaches

into the Piedmont almost to the Northern Neck and south to

the VirginiaNorth Carolina border country Jerdones volume

of trade and number of customers is greatest in the counties

closest to Yorktown indicating that the towns sphere of

influence is strongest in the York Peninsula But Jerdones

wholesale and merchant customers are drawn from wider area

and in fact the outer limits of Jerdones mercantile activity

are defined by wholesaling activity This suggests that the

towns sphere of influence expands with this kind of trade

Yorktowns sphere of influence as suggested by evidence from

this source is sizable covering an area of 20 counties and

approximately 2500 square miles

Jerdones tobacco purchases made principally from other

merchants are drawn from an area that is roughly similar to

the one in which most of his merchant and wholesale customers

were located See Table and Map Because many of those

with whom Jerdone had wholesale dealings were also his tobacco

suppliers this is not surprising But some differences do

emerge and these appear to be the result of single purchases

made for cash or for the purpose of clearing book debt
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Table

THE CUSTOMERS OF FRANCIS IJERDONE YORKTOWNa

Residents of Number of Customers

York County 22
Yorktown 19
Hanover County 13

Williamsburg
Gloucester County
New Kent County
Warwick County
King and queen County
Isle of Wight County
James City County
Accomac County
Amelia County
Brunswick County
Caroline County
Charles City County
Cheàterfield County
Elizabeth City County
Hampton
Henrico County
King William County
Louisa County
Middlesex County
Surry County
West Point

107

aAccount Book of the Mercantile Business of Francis Jerdone
17501772 Library of the College of William and Mary Jerdone
Papers Library Lot

bHampton although located in Elizabeth City County is
listed separately as it is in the account book

cwest Point although located in King William County is
also given separate listing for the same reason as above
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Table

THE WHOLESALE CUSTOI4ERS OF FRANCIS JERDONE YORKT0WNa

Residents of Number of Customers

Hanover County
Gloucester County
Chesterfield County
James City County
Louisa County
New Kent County
Williamsburg
Yorktown

13

aAccount Book of the Mercantile Business of Francis

Jerdone 17501772 Library of the College of William and
Mary Jerdone Papers Library Lot



.0
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Table

FRANCIS JERDONE TOBACCO PURCHASES

APRIL 1751 TO JULY 1752a

County of Purchase Hogsheads Purchased

Hanover County 450
James City County 40
New Kent County 29
York County
Warwick County
Isle of Wight County
Elizabeth City County

Cash Purchases

546b

aAccount Book of the Mercantile Business of Francis
Jerdone 17501772 Library of the College of William
and Mary Jerdone Papers Library Lot

bJerdone lists purchases for the period of 555 hogsheads
check of his accounts reveals that his adding was faulty
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Jerdone assumed for third party few hogsheads of tobacco

that were acquired in distant warehouses but which were sub

sequently traded for hogsheads closer at hand are not included

This practice was common and although it shows that merchants

were willing to take tobacco sightunseen from warehouses at

great distances the later bartering serves to emphasize that

they had areas in which they regularly traded and were

unwilling to go beyond them The practical problems of putting

together cargo for shipload no doubt also had an important

role to play

Yorktowns merchants sold large variety of goods

over an extensive area But the distances over which goods

were sold varied with the nature of the item Yorktown was

the chief slave market in the colony during the first half of

the 18th century so the towns market for that good can be

considered the entire colony On the other hand it seems

unlikely that commonly available goods such as tools or

thread or rum would be sold by merchants in the town to

customers who lived beyond the immediate neighborhood of

Yorktown on regular basis The value and the abundance of

such products would warrant little travel to obtain them and

for distant customers would probably be available from mer

chants in their own neighborhood Assuming merchants in York

town could offer no great price advantages to buyers one

would expect that retail customers living within the neighbor
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hood of Yorktown would buy predominantly inexpensive goods

and those living at distance would purchase generally

higher value items.29

Information contained in the account book of Messrs

William Lightfoot and Mordecai Booth for 1746 tends to sup

port the statement above.30 See Table Table takes the

form of contingency table and it shows the distribution

of customers and their purchasing patterns.31 As expected

customers near Yorktown outnumber those at distance by three

to one But of those who lived in the five counties sur

rounding Yorktown the vast majority bought less than the

average account of sales and fewer than would have been

expected spent more than 20 during the course of the year

Those who lived outside of the neighborhood of Yorktowfl

contracted greater debts individually than the normal expect

ation and of those who lived at distance fewer than

expected spent less than 20 during the year

Thus two factors emerge as determinants of the size and

nature of the trade area of these merchants Francis Jerdone

and Messrs William Lightfoot and Mordecai Booth and by

inference Yorktown The kind of selling whether wholesale

or retail has an effect Retail customers are generally

closer at hand whereas wholesale customers who are not

bound by the same considerations as retail buyers32can be

located at distance from the source of goods The value
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Table

DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHTFOOT AND BOOTH CUSTOMERSa

Contingency Table

272 40

38 52

aLightfoot_Booth Account Book Alderman Library University
of Virginia microfilm misidentified as the
Account Book of Augustine Moore

bYorktownls neighborhood is defined as York County and
the four counties with which York shares boundary James

City Warwick Elizabeth City and Gloucester

cAll other counties are considered to be outside of
the neighborhood of Yorktown

dAlthough the chi squared value is significant and the

phi value given the number of cases indicates strong
association some variance is left unexplained This can
be attributed to problems in defining the neighborhood and
the choice of the critical value of 2O

Customers Spending
Less than L20 per
Year

Customers Living
within Yorktowns
Neighborhood

Customers
More than
Year

Spending
2O per

Customers Living
outside Yorktowns
Neighborhood

x2 79.98

Significant at Xa.ooi

045d

N402

Probability .000000001
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i.e the range of the good33 also partially determines the

distance between sellers and their locationand consumers and

their location

Merchant involvement in the development of Yorktown was

not limited solely to matters of trade They took an active

role in developing the physical setting of the town and

promoting real estate sales Although more is said on the

subject in other chapters of this book merchant activity

in this field is noted because it was often closely asso

ciated with the expansion of trade and the extension of

Yorktowns influence into the surrounding area

It was noted earlier that the first settlement of York

town was not rapid and that the years between the suspension

of the 1691 Act for Ports and the confirmation of land titles

during 1698 were time of decline in land ownership and

population in the town There were periods of prosperity

mixed with adversity during the first quarter century but

after that the town passed from being crude village

and took on an air of wealth and permanence.34 The changing

conditions were reflected in construction travellerS

passing through Yorktown during 1736 observed that

You perceive great Air of Opulence amongst
the Inhabitants who have some of them built

-themselves Houses .eual in Magnificence to

many of our superb ones at St Jamess as
those of Mr Lightfoot Nelson Almost

every considerable Man keeps an Equipage...
The Taverns are many here and much frequented
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and an unbounded Licentiousness seems to
taint the Morals of the young Gentlemen of
this Place The Court House is the only
considerable publick Building and is no
unhandsome Structure The most considerable
Houses are of Brick some handsome ones
of Wood all built in modern Taste...
There are some very pretty Garden spots
in the town and the avenues leading to
Williamsburg Norfolk are prodigiously
agreeable 35

Such developments lent prestige to Yorktown and they reflected

its growing functional importance But contemporaneous

event on the edges of town was making an even larger con

tribution

The provision of housing for the lessor Soft in York

town was of major functional importance for the development of

the place The lesser types were generally tradespeople

craftsmen and artisans of many skilled occupations The class

was also made up of clerks teamsters and wharfingers and of

those who had no particular trades or skills These were the

people who provided labour for nonslave employment in the

community arid it was on their backs often literally that the

fortunes of merchants and major employers such as William Rogers

the potter rested The concerted effort made to promote and

develop housing for this group shows that the towns entre

peneurs not only saw means to turn profit but recognized

the functional necessity of having such population

The suburb was located on land adjoining the southern

and western boundaries of the original town site nestled
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between them and the ravine of the Yorktown Creek.6 Lots

located in the suburb were half an acre in area like the first

town lots but their number and layout are unknown Records of

the development were destroyed in Richmond during the Civil War

Descriptions tend to agree that much of it was ramshackle

collection of houses made of Plaister that it was subject

to fires and that livestock .wandered at large in the streets

Nevertheless it afforded location for lower .class housing

and much of the construction that took place was in the form

of workingmens cottages The suburb was success and it

became permanent feature of the town when it was annexed

during 1757 But the siege of Yorktown proved fatal to it

During September 1781 British troops invested at Yorktown

levelled the suburb to give themselves an unobstructed field

of fire So the development ended not of its own accord or

because of some inexorable process but because of the

necessities of war But while the suburb existed it provided

an investment opportunity for local entrepeneurs and housing

for workers and through these contributed to Yorktowns

functional role in trading and shipping



Conclusion

Trade and shipping in Yorktown were two important urban

functions carried out in the place during the lath century

In part this is owing to the initiative of the provincial

government succession of bills enacted by the House of

Burgesses strove to promote precisely what occurred in Yorktown

It became .busy port as the location of the York River

Custom House Yorktown played role in the organization and

regulation of trade and the town developed diversified

economy.3a The volume of trade and shipping that came to and

went from the port was large and until mId century York was

Virginias leading exporter of many commodities But govern

ment initiative alone does not account for Yorktowns rise

to prominence Merchants made Yorktown an important locus

for the organization of inland trade and the towns sphere

of economic influence extended deep into the surrounding

countryside Yorktowns decline was due not so much to factors

that relate specifically to the place but to changes that had

colonywide significance Throughout the lath century

Yorktown was functionally important urban place and part of

that importance derived from its role in trade and shipping
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